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Starting Today "You Can Convert More Visitors Into Customers With Little Additional Effort Using My New

Ethical Exit Traffic Negotiation Technology!" Are You Getting The Conversion That Your Product Needs

To Succeed? Is your website converting a respectable amount of visitors into sales? Are you making all

of the money that you would like to make from your product online? Are you maximizing the conversion

that you could be getting from your website? I know that these questions may be difficult to answer but

this letter is going to clear up how you can convert more visitors into cash paying customers with no

additional traffic... If the headline above intrigued you just a little bit then I know a couple of important

things about you... 1) You want to make the maximum amount of cash from the existing traffic that is

hitting your website but are possibly lost as to how to make that happen. 2) You may have been exposed

to tons of tools, ebooks and reports on how to convert more visitors that just haven't delivered on the

promises that they've made. The good news is that you are going to get a real "cure" to your conversion

woes in the next 3 minutes. I am going to share with you the truth about problems that thousands of

website owners are having with conversion and also provide the remedy to that problem. Before we get to
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that, we need to go over something that very few website owners know about but has extreme effects on

your response... Internet Customers Are Getting Smart, Ignoring Sales Messages & Becoming "Immune"

To Ads Altogether! Many internet business owners have started seeing dramatic decreases in the

response of their sales pages. A page that once pulled a 3-5 response consistently is lucky to get a 1/2 of

a percent response now because of the growing awareness of ads online. While the net was once the

"free information" Mecca of the world, it is now shifting toward a highly commercial model and savvy

Internet users are becoming more aware of this. This has been devastating to many business owners

online and many have "bit the big one" and totally closed their doors because their sites just aren't

profitable anymore. Some marketers have scrambled and managed to keep their response high enough

to be profitable but they are in the rare minority. And what is even worse about this is... Many Online

Business Owners Are Spending All Their Time On The Latest Conversion "Fads" Just To Keep Their Site

From Going Under... There are tons of new "tricks" and "fad" conversion tools that come out on an almost

weekly basis in the Internet Marketing market. Sometimes, it's even several times a week! Many

webmasters are scrambling to grab as many of these tools as they can at extremely high expense just to

try and utilize them before they are no longer effective! This leaves them trying to not only keep their site

conversion profitable but also to try and recoup the costs of these tools that they are buying. It's very hard

for many to pull it off. Most of these tools do "Sly" things that visitors catch onto within weeks and that

don't work more than a month or two. Some also get your site banned with search engines which may

shut your business down for good depending on where you are getting your traffic from. So what is a

person like you or I to do to combat this? Convert More Visitors Via Time Tested "Negotiation" Tactics

That Suck In More Customers With No Additional Traffic! You Can Increase Your Conversion Overnight &

Keep It That Way! * Convert More People Into Cash Paying Customers! * Keep Your Profits At The

Maximum Level Possible Automatically! * Grab A Whole Segment Of Customers You've Been Losing!

Introducing Your Conversion Savior... Exit Traffic Negotiator... Exit Traffic Negotiator is an incredible tool

that grabs people that were leaving your site and sucks them back in as a paying customer. No, this isn't

some kind of popup or crazy sound that scares and irritates your customer. Exit Traffic Negotiator is a

software that you install on your webpage which changes nothing on your main sales letter. However,

when someone clicks away from your page, the page automatically shows the customer a special offer

"on your page" that offers them a discount to get them to buy now, or you can also offer them something



free to get them to enter their email address to you can sell them in the future. You now can show a full

page offer, not just what you can fit on one of those lame DHTML popups, but an actual full page. This

page however does not "Pop Up" those can be blocked, it is actually a hidden part of your main sales

page that magically appears when someone attempts to exit your page without ordering! This grabs a

whole segment of customers that never buy at full price and wait for a special promotion by offering them

that special promotion right away! This increases conversion like mad and pads up your customer email

list as well as your bank account in the way of increased profits! Order the Exit Traffic Negotiator instant

download now for only $1.47
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